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A general view shows the newly-inaugurated 3-2-1 Qatar Olympic and Sports Museum in the capital Doha. —AFP photos A Ferrari driven by Formula One champion Michael Schumacher is on display.

“House of the Dragon,” the
new HBO series set 200
years before the events of

the mega-hit show “Game of Thrones”
will premiere August 21, the network
announced Wednesday. The 10-
episode drama series debuts Sunday,
August 21 on HBO and will be avail-
able to stream on HBO Max in the
United States and in other countries
where the WarnerMedia platform is
available, a statement said. “House of
the Dragon” is based on the book
“Fire and Blood” by George R.R.
Martin, and tells the story of the
Targaryen family-relatives of a key
“Game of Thrones” character,
Daenerys Targaryen.

Stars of the new series include
Emma D’Arcy of “Wanderlust”, Matt

Smith of “Doctor Who” and “The
Crown”, Rhys Ifans from “The King’s
Man” and “Spiderman” and Olivia
Cooke, known for appearances in
“Bates Motel and “Ready Player One.”

A global success that commanded
legions of fans and was showered with
awards, “Game of Thrones” made tel-
evision series history with its mix of
fantasy and medieval worlds over
eight seasons that aired from 2011 to
2019, though the show’s non-stop sex
and gore also sparked controversy.
The new show’s release date gives
HBO the jump on rival streamer
Amazon’s release of its big-budget
fantasy series adapted from J.R.R.
Tolkien’s saga “The Lord of the
Rings,” scheduled for a September 2
debut. —AFP

Scientists who spent years spraying
oxytocin up the noses of lions found
the big cats became much friendlier

with their neighbors and less prone to roar-
ing at strangers when dosed up on the so-
called “love hormone.” The results, pub-
lished in the journal iScience on Wednesday,
could have major benefits for conservation
efforts as unfamiliar prides are increasingly
forced by urban sprawl to live together in
reserves. “I’ve always loved lions,” neurosci-
entist and first author Jessica Burkhart told
AFP, explaining she became involved in the
research because she had grown tired of
examining the animals’ brains in the lab and
wanted to study them in real life.

Cats in general have a reputation for
independence, but lions buck that trend-liv-
ing socially in prides as they win and defend
prized territories on the African savanna. “If
you think about male lions, for example they
will leave the pride when they’re a couple of
years old and they will meet up with other
male lions they don’t know and they’re not
related to, and they will form lifelong
bonds,” said Burkhart. These types of
behaviors indicated that lions-unlike solitary
cheetahs or leopards-are biologically pro-
grammed to be social in some situations,
making them an interesting test species for
oxytocin intervention.

‘Cuddle chemical’ 
Across mammals, oxytocin is the chief

molecule strengthening social bonds.
Sometimes called the “cuddle chemical,” it
surges inside the brain of a mother when she
gazes into her newborn’s eyes, promoting
feelings of well-being and happiness-while

causing the baby to want to latch on to its
mother’s breast. Similar effects have been
documented in other species, as well as
between dogs and their human owners.
Therapists even suggest couples experienc-
ing problems can benefit from increased eye
contact, which releases oxytocin.

Working on a wildlife reserve in
Dinokeng, South Africa in the summers of
2018 and 2019, Burkhart and colleagues
from the University of Minnesota ran a test
using hunks of raw meat to lure lions to a

fence. The hormone had to be sprayed
directly up the nose, using a device that
looks like an antique perfume bottle, so it
would travel straight to the brain.

After the treatment, the 23 lions given
oxytocin became more tolerant of lions in
their space. This was measured by seeing
how close a lion who has possession of a
desired object, in this case a toy, will let oth-
ers approach it. “After the lions were treated
with oxytocin, and we gave them their
favorite pumpkin toy to play with, we saw
the average distance between them drop

from about seven meters with no treatment
to about 3.5 meters after oxytocin was
administered,” said Burkhart. Lions didn’t
roar back when played recorded roars of
unfamiliar intruders-unlike those in a control
group who either weren’t sprayed with any-
thing, or were sprayed with a saline solution.

Conservation benefits 
The lowered hostility towards strangers

was a particularly encouraging finding, said
Burkhart, because oxytocin is known to
have a dark side in humans: while it pro-
motes positive feelings to those within a
group, it can increase rivalry against out-
siders. The treatment could be helpful in a
number of scenarios, she said. First, it could
help bond unfamiliar lions rescued from
abusive situations, such as from circuses or
zoos in war zones, who are then placed in
sanctuaries. Second, as cities in Africa
sprawl and encroach upon lions’ territory,
conservationists are forced to transport the
cats to fenced refuges where unfamiliar
prides are housed together-and oxytocin
might help prevent conflict.

It could also help relocations to the wild,
helping lions “become more inclined to their
new social environment so they’re more
curious and less fearful, leading to more
successful bonding,” said Burkhart. One fear
is that unscrupulous operators-in the vein of
infamous “Tiger King” Joe Exotic-might try
to use the chemical to help run zoos that
promote cub petting, heavily criticized by
animal welfare advocates. “The truth is peo-
ple are corrupt...but hopefully in this case
it’ll help more than it’ll ever hurt,” said
Burkhart. —AFP

Qatar on Wednesday opened one of the
world’s biggest sports museums with
artefacts from some of the most famous
Olympic heroes but also gives promi-

nence to local athletes hoping to boost efforts
to attract a new generation into sports. The
19,000 square meters 3-2-1 Museum Qatar
Olympic and Sports Museum, next to one of the
stadiums to be used in this year’s World Cup,
has taken more than 15 years to get off the
planning board and fill.

After scouring private collections and nego-
tiating with the International Olympic
Committee and other federations, its 17,000
objects include a glove worn by late boxing
giant Mohammed Ali, when he won a gold
medal at the 1960 Rome Olympics, a Ferrari
driven by Formula One champion Michael
Schumacher and a shirt worn by Brazilian foot-
ball legend Pele. There is also a cricket bat that
belonged to Indian hero Sachin Tendukar and a
torch from each of the modern Olympic Games.
The museum is part of a billion dollar-plus
drive by the Qatar government to build the Gulf
state into a cultural haven alongside its big
spending on sports events.

But museum director Abdulla Al Mulla denied
the museum only intended to put the spotlight

on Qatar’s energy wealth. “We are not showing
off,” he told AFP. “We have the confidence, we
earned the confidence of international federa-
tions.” Al Mulla also said Qatar’s ruling family
wanted the museum to show off the state’s
sporting legacy.

A prince who has ridden horses at the
Olympics is seen alongside the likes of Sheikh
Hassan bin Jabr Al-Thani, who set a speed
record by taking a catamaran power boat to 244
miles (395 kilometers) an hour in 2014. Al Thani,

a member of the Qatar ruler’s extended family
who raced from 2003 until 2015, also said the
museum was an “icon” through its recording of
all Qatar’s athletes and their rankings.

“If I knew that there was a wall with a local
athlete on it, for sure I would want to be better
than that athlete. “So I will do 110 percent to be
on that wall as well. Now I am a target, I am
behind there, and so people can work hard and
remove my picture and put someone else’s on
it.” Victoria Cosgrave, curator for the museum’s

Olympic gallery, said the museum was also dif-
ferent because it did not shy away from contro-
versy such as drug taking by athletes, corrup-
tion and the killing of athletes at the 1972
Munich Olympics. “I think one of the biggest
challenges that we faced-and this is not just in
Qatar, it’s everywhere-is balancing the contro-
versial aspect of sports, wanting to be honest
about sport and sports people but also wanting
to be respectful, be honoring and to be inspir-
ing,” she said. —AFP 

Gloves worn by late boxing giant Mohammed Ali, when he won a gold medal at the 1960 Rome Olympics,
are on display.

A shirt worn by Brazilian football legend Pele is on display. 

A partial view shows an artefact related to the
ancient Greek Olympics at the newly-inaugurated
3-2-1 Qatar Olympic and Sports Museum.

A partial view shows an artefact related to the
ancient Greek Olympics.

People visit the newly-inaugurated 3-2-1 Qatar
Olympic and Sports Museum.


